General Directions from Missouri to parking garages

From I-70
Exit at the new Tucker exit into downtown. Continue south on Tucker to Walnut St., turn left on Walnut to Broadway. Make a right on Broadway to the Stadium East Garage entrance on the left.

From I-64
Exit at 6th St., left on Gratiot, left on 4th St, north four blocks to Stadium East Garage on left.

From I-44
Exit at Memorial Dr. Turn left on Walnut up to Broadway. Turn left on Broadway to Stadium East Garage entrance.

From I-55
Merge to I-44 and continue on I-44 toward downtown. Exit at Memorial Dr. Turn left on Walnut up to Broadway. Turn left on Broadway to Stadium East Garage entrance.

General Directions from Illinois to parking garage

From I-64/55 (Poplar St. Bridge)
Exit at Memorial Dr. Turn left on Walnut up to Broadway. Turn left on Broadway to Stadium East Garage entrance.

From Eads Bridge
Exit I-64 at 3rd St. in East St. Louis. Follow the Casino Queen signs toward the riverfront to the ramps up to the bridge. On St. Louis side, continue west to Broadway. Turn left on Broadway for seven blocks to Stadium East Garage on left.